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ESTIMATING LINEAR PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS:
A COMPARISON OF APPROACHES

David L. Debertin, Angelos Pagoulatos, and Eldon D. Smith

A linear probability function permits the ADJUSTMENTS TO THE OLS MODEL
estimation of the probability of the occurrence
or non-occurrence of a discrete event. Nerlove The Heteroskedasticity Problem
and Press (p. 3-9) outline several statistical
problems that arise if such a function is esti- A heteroskedasticity problem results in inef-
mated via OLS. In particular, heteroskedasti- ficient parameter estimates, leads to problems
city inherent in such a regression model leads in interpreting statistical tests of significance
to inefficient estimates of parameters for individual regression parameters, and casts
(Amemiya 1973, Horn and Horn). Moreover, doubt on statistics such as coefficients of
without restrictions on the conventional OLS determination and F-ratios for the entire equa-
model, probability estimates lying outside the tion. Estimation of an OLS function were the
unit (0-1) interval are possible (Nerlove and dependent variable is dichotomous (0 or 1) via
Press). Goldberger and Kmenta suggest two OLS will violate the OLS assumption that
approaches for alleviating the heteroskedasti-
city problems inherent in the OLS regression (1) E(£E')= 02I
model. Logit analysis will also alleviate hetero-
skedasticity problems and ensure that esti- where
mated probabilities will lie within the unit
interval (Amemiya 1974, Hauck and Donner, = an n x 1 vector of residuals, where n =
Hill and Kau, Horn and Horn, Horn, Horn, and the number of observations
Duncan, Theil 1970). o2I = an n x n matrix whose diagonal elements

We use data from a study conducted by are equal to 02 and whose off-diagonal
Smith, Deaton, and Kelch (SDK) to compare elements are zero.
the impacts of heteroskedasticity adjustments
on the OLS model with those obtained from a We designate the observations from the tth
model estimated by means of logit analysis. row of X as X t of dimension 1 x p, t = 1, 2, ..., n.
SDK estimated a linear probability function in Then for any tth observation, when Yt as-
an effort to isolate determinants of industrial sumes a value of zero, Et is equal to -Xfl. P is a
location decisions. parameter vector of dimension p x 1. The vari-

Batie criticized the SDK study because ad- ance-covariance matrix of the disturbances is a
justments were not made for the heteroskedas- heteroskedastic matrix whose diagonal ele-
ticity problem. The dependent variable used in ments are equal to X3((1 - Xf3) and whose off-
the study was the dichotomous decision of one diagonal elements are zero (Johnston, p. 227).
or more firms to locate in the community. Inde- When Yt assumes a value of one, et = 1 - X.
pendent variables included 11 variables hy- Because Et assumes the same distribution as
pothesized to influence firm managers in Yt, the assumption of normality is untenable.
making this decision: (1) a measure of labor
availability, (2) a measure of industrial site The Goldberger Procedure
quality, (3) the availability of financing, (4)
ownership of the site, (5) the distance of the Goldberger and Gujariti both provide a
site to a standard metropolitan statistical area, simple procedure to adjust for the heteroske-
(6) the dollars spent per pupil on education, (7) dasticity problem. They suggest first esti-
the presence or absence of a college, (8) the mating the linear probability function via OLS
presence or absence of an interstate highway, to obtain probability estimates from
(9) population of the community, (10) employ-
ment in manufacturing in the community, and (2) Pt = Xtb
(11) fire protection rating. A more detailed de-
scription of each variable along with a theoreti- where b is a p x 1 parameter vector estimator.
cal justification for the model was given by
Smith, Deaton, and Kelch. The model was Estimates of the diagonal elements of the
applied to cross-sectional data for 565 residual variance-covariance matrix for each
Kentucky and Tennessee communities. observation become
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(3) w = Pt(1 - Pt). slightly (Table 1). Impact appeared to be great-
er on coefficients of discrete independent vari-

As a second step, all variables are divided by ables than on those of continuous independent
variables. A number of variables significant at

(4) wt 5 = [Pt(-PVt)]' the .05 level in the original model became non-
significant at the chosen probability level.

and the equation is re-estimated. The The second approach was to re-estimate the
procedure is a feasible Aitkens estimator entire question. and in those instances where
where is substituted for Q. Pt(1 - Pt) < 0, Pt(1 - Pt) was set equal to some

small positive number. The choice of the small
(5) b* = [X'Q-1X]- 1Y positive value is arbitrary, and as we show, re-

sults depend on selected values. This is a key
b* and Y are vectors, not scalars. problem with the approach.

The value .00001 was the first small positive
In thiscase, Q-1 is a diagonal matrix where number used. For those observations where

1/Pt[ - Pt) are the diagonal elements. How- Pt(l - P) is a very small positive number, the
ever, nothing is built into the OLS procedure transformed dependent variable as well as in-
conducted in step 1 to ensure that 0 < Pt < 1. If dependent variables become extremely large.

t > 1 or Pt < 0, then P(1l - Pt) < 0, and the The result is an enormous spurious increase in
data transformation breaks down. Unfortun- the coefficient of determination for the trans-
ately, linear probability functions estimated formed regression equation (Table 1). The R2

from typical data sets often generate Pt that increased from 36 to 81 percent. Coefficients
are > 1 or < 0. for the transformed data were in several in-

In the SDK study, 55 of 565 or nearly 10 per- stances substantially different from the OLS
cent of the observations generated predicted results. Coefficients that were significant in
values outside (0, 1). We used several ap- the OLS results became nonsignificant. Certain
proaches to remedy the problem. The first coefficients that were nonsignificant became
approach was to delete observations for which significant. Results were very unstable.
the probabilities estimated from the OLS equa- Coefficients were then derived by setting
tion were outside (0, 1). Data were transformed p(1 - P) equl to .01 for those observations in
for the 510 remaining observations via the whch P,(1 - P,) < 0, transforming the data,
Goldberger procedure and the equation was re- and re-estimating the equation. The R2 of 64
estimated. Results suggested that despite the percent, though higher than the 36 percent for
removal of information on observations whose the OLS equation, was less than the 81 percent
values for independent variables were far from obtained when .0001 was used. This outcome
the sample means, the R2 did not change sub- was expected, because the impact of the
stantially and the F-ratios decreased only adjustment on the revised variables was

TABLE 1. REGRESSION STATISTICS FOR 0 L S LINEAR PROBABILITY MODELS
AND MODELS ADJUSTED FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY

OLS Corrected Corrected Corrected Corrected

Regression P(1 -P^< P< t(-P ^ P^t-P^ )<^ =

deleted .00001 .01 .1
Independent Coefficient Standard Coefficient Standard Coefficient Standard Coefficient Standard Coefficient Standard
Variable Error Error Error Error Error

Intercept -0.224897 .099336 +0.482187 .149992 -0.005905 .064621 -0.112122 .063465 -0.228815 .087612

Labor Availability +0.001060 .001038 -0.000713 .000846 -0.000703 .000519 +0.000256 .000702 +0.000878 .000949

Site Quality +0.004013 .000944 +0.002418 .000976 +0.024863 .009893 +0.003279 .000989 +0.003444 .000929

Financing +0.196137 .037380 +0.121825 .048926 +0.335243 .098457 +0.232189 .041382 +0.195553 .037903

Site Ownership +0.145299 .043847 +0.187650 .049232 +0.099776 .077509 +0.155146 .050032 +0.162232 .046141

Miles to SMISA -0.000105 .000491 -0.000110 .000371 +0.000165 .000229 -0.000228 .000274 -0.000193 .000424

Dollars Education
Expenditure per
Pupil +0.000400 .000178 -0.000114 .000092 +0.000002 .000145 +0.000262 .000128 +0.000456 .000159

Coll ege Present
or absent +0.139070 .078893 +0.283059 .081455 -1.533711 .854180 +0.305049 .076978 +0.168094 .076351

Interstate High-
way +0.064513 .032587 -0.002510 .019861 -0.024100 .031201 +0.011392 .021589 +0.037978 .028728

Community
Population +0.000000 .000007 -0.000002 .000007 -0.000005 .000003 -0.000000 .000004 -0.000000 .000006

Manufacturing
Employment +0.000005 .000016 +0.000035 .000015 -0.000043 .000008 -0.000032 .000009 -0.000005 .000013

Fire Protection
rating +0.033860 .014221 -0.003769 .012591 +0 .034889 .031831 +0.030932 .011587 +0.035092 .012522

R
2

0.3696 0.3505 0.8113 0.6364 .5524

F 29.48 24.43 198.11 80.65 56.87

N 565 510 565 565 565
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lessened. Coefficients tended to be closer to the Otherwise, values for observations in which
OLS results, with some differences. For Pt(1 - P) < 0 must be made positive or these
example, the coefficient on manufacturing em- observations must be deleted.
ployment was nonsignificant in the OLS re- The Kmenta procedure was applied with thesuits, significant at the .05 level and positive assumption that values of P(l1 - Pt) < 0 werewhen .0001 was used, but significant at the .05 equal to .01. The choice was arbitrary. Covar-level and negative when .01 was used. iances of residuals were restricted to zero. TheFinally, the equation was re-estimated with results, summarized for four iterations in.1 for the value of P,(1 - Pt) when Pt was out- Table 2, provide little evidence to support theside the (0, 1) range. The R2 was .55 and the re- notion that the iterative procedure will ulti-gression coefficients, with some exceptions, mately provide "better" estimates of regres-were similar to the OLS results. Manufactur- sion parameters and their associated standard
ing employment became nonsignificant, but errors. Coefficients tend to be rather unstablethis time with a negative sign. through successive iterations. Coefficients of

determination and F-ratios actually decrease
Kmentas Iterative Procedure .slightly. In short, the iterative procedure whenKmentas Iteratve Procedure applied to real data does not appear to provide

results consistent with the theoretical promiseKmenta argues that the problems of hetero- inherent in the GLS estimation technique
skedasticity can be resolved better through an
iterative application of generalized least
squares (p. 265). He suggests, as does Gold- LOGIT ANALYSIS
berger, that an estimate of the residual vari-
ance-covariance matrix can be obtained from Probit, logit, and tobit analysis have been
the first pass of the OLS. By use of the GLS proposed as techniques for ensuring that pre-
procedure, an "improved" estimate of the resi- dicted probabilities always lie between zerodual variance-covariance matrix is obtained, and one (Penn, Witherington and Wills). Pre-and the procedure is used again to re-estimate dited values initially obtained from thethe regression parameters. The procedure can sample data are transformed via a normal
be applied as many times as desired. One of the cumulative function that can be represented by
GLS assumptions is that Q is positive definite a sigmoid curve (McFadden 1974, Nerlove and(Johnston). Though negative values of Pt(1 - Press, Theil 1971). The logit transformation
Pt) could appear on the diagonal of Q in viola- has been the most popular among researchers
tion of this assumption, results using a nega- working with economic data. The logit trans-
tive variance would be nonsensical. A positive formation defines the probability of an event
variance can be calculated only if more than occurring as:
one value for each X observation is available.
This is not feasible with usual economic data. (6) P = 1/[1 + exp(Xtb)].

TABLE 2. REGRESSION STATISTICS FOR OLS LINEAR PROBABILITY MODELS
HETEROSKEDASTICITY ADJUSTMENTS VIA ITERATIVE GLS
PROCEDURES

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4

Coefficient Standard Error Coefficient Standard Error Coefficient Standard Error Coefficient Standard Error

Intercept -.112212 .063465 +.003085 .064197 -.173233 .069937 -.013557 .064014
Labor Availability +.000256 .000702 -.000417 .000637 +.000422 .000678 -.000314 .000647
Site Quality +.003279 .000989 +.003702 .001025 +.002789 .001015 +.003463 .001009
Financing +.232189 .041382 +.212023 .043514 +.194280 .043843 +.203548 .041979
Site Ownership +.155146 .050032 +.170318 .053264 +.228315 .048875 +.173358 .054011
fli 1es to SMSA -.000228 .000274 -.000186 .000276 -.000086 .000289 -.000032 .000265
Dollars Education
Expenditure per pupil +.000262 .000128 +.000036 .000129 +.000341 .000119 +.000022 .000132

College Present or
Absent +.305049 .076978 +.120388 .070086 +.270637 .079666 +.112950 .072745

Interstate Highway +.011392 .021589 -.008199 .019681 +.022154 .021686 -.006182 .019239
Community Population -.000000 .000004 +.000007 .000005 -.000009 .000004 +.000005 .000006
lanufacturi ng
Empl oyment -.000032 .000009 -.000008 .000010 -.000008 .000009 -.000000 .000010

Fire Protection rating +.030932 .011587 +.020013 .011254 +.042211 .011589 +.025024 .012234
R

2
.63637 .64240 .63766 .61444

F 80.65 82.78 81.10 73.44
N 565 565 565 565
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Hence, Xtb need only lie between -o and +oo Table 3 summarizes the results of the logit
for the probability to lie between zero and one. function estimation. Results from the logit

Estimation of the logit function is straight- function estimation are superior to those ob-
forward for controlled experiments in which tained from the OLS methods using the (0-1)
cell treatments are replicated, because prob- dummy as the dependent variable, even when
ability estimates of the occurrence of an event adjustments are made for the heteroskedasti-
for each cell are easily calculated. Economic city problem. Coefficients for most variables
data from uncontrolled experiments pose are substantially larger in relation to the re-
greater problems. spective standard errors for the logit model

In our analysis, we adopt the logit method
suggested by Berkson, refined by Theil (1970), FIGURE 1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
and used by Li which employs categorization ESTIMATED X b FROM
of variables and cell frequency counts to derive L I NEAR PRO B A B I L I T Y
the logit estimate. Nerlove and Press outline a FUNCTION AND THE LOGIT
procedure for obtaining maximum likelihood FUNCTION PROBABILITY
estimates of probability function parameters p(xb)

from economic data without relying on cell fre- .
quency counts. However, the requisite pro- 96 

gram requiring iterative gradient maximiza- .84 -

tion of the likelihood function is computation- 72 

ally burdensome and not readily available. : .
Moreover, McFadden has shown that the cell .60 

frequency count method is not only preferable 48 

on computational grounds, but also is 
asymptotically equivalent to the maximum 
likelihood procedure. Small sample properties .24 

of either approach are the subject of great con- .2 .-. '
troversy among researchers using logit and
probit analysis (Eeron, Sanathanan, Wither - x b . . ..

-2 -.1 /O .2 .3 4 5 6 7 .8 .9 1.0

ington and Wills). PREDICTED

The logit function we estimated is: TABLE. ESTIMATESOF LOGITMODEL
TABLE 3. ESTIMATES OF LOGIT MODEL

(7) log[P/(l - )] = Xb + e PARAMETERS
Table 3. Estimates of Logit Model Parameters

where
Independent Standard
Variable Coefficient Error

Pt is the estimated probability of the firm Intercept -7.255982 .422906

locating in the community. Labor Availability +.017765 .004419

Site Quality +.015468 .004017

To obtain P, estimates, we categorized obser-
," „ . , r • l_ -3 Financing +1.314700 .159138

vations in the data set into groups of six based Financing +1.314700 159138

on similarities in the magnitude of each inde- Site Ownership +1.413099 .186669

pendent variable. A probability was assigned Miles t SMSA +007963 .002091

to each observation in the group on the basis of
the proportion of the total observations in Dollars Educational

which an industrial plant was established. The Expenditure per Pupil +003801

equation was then estimated via least squares. College Present or Absent +747906 .335876

To obtain the probabilities from the logit func- Interstate Highway +249169 .138734

tion contained within the unit interval, Xbb Community Population .000029 000029

estimated from equation 7 was inserted into Manufacturing Employment +.000037 .000068

equation 6. Fire Protection Rating +.608331 .060543

Figure 1 illustrates how the calculated prob-
abilities obtained from the logit function differ =52

from those obtained from the simple OLS F = 94.583
linear probability function. Even though the N = 565
simple correlation between the two probability
estimates is .94, the estimates differ markedly
at the extremes of the distribution. Data than for the unadjusted or adjusted OLS
charted in Figure 1 closely correspond to the models. For example, the coefficient on labor
results suggested by the figure in the Nerlove availability is several times its standard error
and Press report (p. 4). in the logit model, but at best only slightly
68



larger than its standard error for any of the estimation. The logit function suppliedother models. A similar result is obtained for substantially better results than the OLS func-several other variables, including site quality, tion, even when adjustments for heteroskedas-financing, educational expenditures, and fire ticity were made. The improvements are indi-protection ratings. The logit function suggests cated by a substantial increase in the magni-that variables under control of the local deci- tude of most coefficients in relation to the re-sion makers are more systematically related on spective standard errors, as well as increases inthe plant location decision than has previously the usual measures of explained variation,been revealed in the simple OLS results. A such as R2 and the F-ratio. As a result of thecomparison of parameters from the approaches logit function estimation using the SDK data,reveals that signs on variables remain relative- we now believe that community decisionly stable. Miles to SMSA is the only variable makers can have much greater impact on thefor which the sign changed when the methods industrial location decision than was previous-were compared. ly believed. Variable under the control of deci-
SUMMARY sion makers include site quality and owner-

In estimating the probability of an occur- ship, financing, educational expenditures, and
rence of a discrete event, the particular method fire protection ratings. Though the OLS esti-
of model estimation is extremely important. mates have the convenience of being directly
Simple adjustments to alleviate the hetero- interpretable, the logit model will be more reli-
skedasticity problem did little to improve the able for establishing the effectiveness of com-
results and introduced new problems in the munity actions.
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